Built for solar’s toughest roofs.

Anchored by the strongest rails in solar, the IronRidge Roof Mount System provides the durability and versatility to handle virtually any residential or commercial rooftop.

The unique curved profile of the XRS Rail increases its strength while also giving it an attractive look, making it very customer-friendly. In addition, IronRidge Rails are certified for integrated grounding, which eliminates separate module grounding components and procedures, making it very installer-friendly.

**Strongest Rails**
Longer spans between attachments, fewer roof penetrations.

**Simple Assembly**
Versatile and adjustable components simplify any array design.

**Integrated Grounding**
UL 2703 system eliminates separate module grounding components.

**PE Certified**
Pre-stamped engineering letters available in most states.

**Design Software**
Online tool generates a complete bill of materials in minutes.

**20 Year Warranty**
Twice the protection offered by competitors.
Online Software

The IronRidge Design Assistant helps you go from rough layout to fully engineered system. For free.

Go to ironridge.com/rm